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1 Introduction & Background 

In August 2015, BTS was commissioned by Edinburgh Golf, Edinburgh City Council, Edinburgh Leisure and 

Scottish Enterprise to undertake research on the golf tourism sector in Edinburgh and to assess its growth 

potential to 2020.  

The Ryder Cup at Gleneagles in 2014, combined with the Open taking place in Scotland in three of the four 

years (Muirfield in 2013, St Andrews in 2015 and Troon in 2016), is likely to mean a continued increase in 

interest in golf tourism for Scotland and there is clearly an opportunity to promote Scotland as a Golf 

Tourism destination on the back of these major global events.  

In this context, the client group wanted to see how Edinburgh and its golf courses and clubs could 

contribute to the Scottish picture and generate benefits for Edinburgh, as well as whether and how the 

Edinburgh golf proposition might be strengthened and how the sector might be grown in the future.  

1.1 Project Purpose 

The aims of the research as set out in the brief are as follows: 

1. Provide a baseline analysis of recent golf visitor trends for all 14 Edinburgh Golf golf clubs as well as 

those managed by Edinburgh Leisure over the period  2012-2014 involving rounds, revenue & player 

origin data where possible; 

2. Analyse and quantify the likely annual growth potential (volume and value) of golf tourism in Edinburgh 

over the period 2016 - 2021; 

3. Benchmark the area’s future growth prospects with those of other regional golfing destinations in 

Scotland via a SWOT analysis testing Edinburgh’s potential USP as the “recognised Golfing Capital of the 

World” ; 

4. Review existing golf tourism marketing initiatives within the City and examine the scope to broaden out 

future project activity to include product / business / skills /events development alongside identifying 

potential collaborative opportunities;  

5. Identify the opportunities to encourage a wider industry-led approach to golf tourism in the study area 

including not just Edinburgh Golf clubs but other potential golf tourism businesses aligned to the work 

of ETAG; 

6. Investigate the scope to grow the golf tourism product offer in Edinburgh looking at new targeted 

opportunities both domestically & internationally including the MICE &  cruise sector markets; 

7. Recommend future action aimed at securing the anticipated growth potential of golf tourism in 

Edinburgh from a public/private sector partnership perspective.    

1.2 Methodology 

The study was carried out between September and November 2015 and involved the following research 

tasks: 

• Desk based review of background material – other research on golf tourism such as the Golf Tourism 

Monitor and other market reports; 

• Interviews with key stakeholder organisations – this included VisitScotland, Marketing Edinburgh, ETAG 

and other regional golf development groups across Scotland; 

• Telephone interviews with local golf tourism businesses – hotels, golf tourism operators etc.; 

• Electronic Survey of Edinburgh Golf member clubs; 

• Electronic Survey of National and International Golf Tour Operators. 
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2.2  Golf Tourism in Scotland  

Key Messages at a Glance 

• In revenue terms, golf tourism is worth £220m
2
  a year to the Scottish economy and directly supports 

over 4,400 Scottish jobs;  

• A study by SQW projected that by 2020, this figure could increase by nearly 30%, generating a potential 

£300m for the Scottish economy; of Scotland’s 597 courses, only around 80 clubs generate 75% of the 

nation’s green fee revenues; 

• 70% of golf tourists visiting Scotland are from the UK and Ireland; 

• In 2011, approximately 674,000 rounds were played in Scotland by around 126,000 golf visitors;  

• The North American market is a key high spend overseas golf tourism market to Scotland with a 

preference for links courses; Scandinavia and Germany are the next most important overseas markets; 

Golf Tourism in Scotland appears to be reasonably buoyant, and has responded relatively well to the 

economic crisis relative to its global competitors;  

• Anecdotal evidence is that Golf Tourism has benefited from the hosting of the Ryder Cup in 2014, The 

Open Championships in 2012, 2013 and 2015 and other major events – which continue to raise the 

international profile of Scotland as the Home of Golf; 

• Since 2002, leading up to the Ryder Cup, VisitScotland has spent a minimum of £500,000 per annum 

promoting Scotland (as ‘The Home of Golf’) to the key golfing markets of North America, Scandinavia, 

Germany, the UK and Ireland; 

• There are now six regional golf clusters operating in Scotland and a number of collaborative marketing 

initiatives – these both engage clubs and help market local areas and their golf facilities. 

2.3 Scotland Golf Tourism Trends 

The main mechanism for monitoring trends in golf tourism in Scotland in the past was through the Golf 

Tourism Monitor
3
. The Golf Tourism Monitor measured results by 6 regions.  Edinburgh sits within the 

South East Region which includes Edinburgh, Lothians and the Borders. 

The number of clubs contributing to the GTM has declined since 2012, the last year a full report was 

produced. Thus current demand-led research about golf tourism in Scotland is currently not available.  

The key findings from the Golf Tourism Monitor for the period 2011 – 2012 were: 

2011 

• Visitor rounds down 4% on previous year (for relevant courses
4
) 

• Visitor green fee income up 6% on previous year (for relevant courses) 

• 37% increase in rainfall compared to previous year 

• Data on average number of rounds and revenue per course indicated a significant drop (this was not 

confirmed as data  accessed was not published) 

2012 

• Rainfall was down in this period by 14% and sunshine in 2012 down by 3.5% 

• Visitor numbers in this period were down by 2.52%, and visitor revenue down by 0.75%. 

• These figures are not skewed by the presence of the Open in Scotland in either 2011 or 2012 

• There is a continuation of the trend towards play over links courses, particularly small links courses, 

possibly due to the continued heavy rainfall pushing people to more free draining courses 

• The UK remained the largest source of golfing visitors 

• The data in the Golf Tourism Monitor shows visitor green fees have declined more significantly for 

inland courses 

According to the 2011 National Golf Tourism Monitor, the UK provided the largest share of inbound golf 

tourists in the year, with a trend towards playing links courses.  

������������������������������������������������������
2
 Source: SQW 2009 and 2011 

3
 9 Edinburgh Clubs contributed to the GTM in 2012 out of 225 Scottish Clubs, although not all returned information 

4
 Those contributing to the Monitor 
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The largest visitor revenues from golf courses comes from domestic tourism, however, there are differing 

levels of spending depending on the origin of visitor and the region of Scotland. North American visitors 

show a larger share (10%) of spending in the Highlands in contrast to 1% in Central Scotland. 

Figure 2: Share of Visitor Green fee revenue by Origin of Visit 

 

BTS’s own research with approximately 60 golf courses across Scotland, also reflects the Golf Tourism 

Monitor, that clubs’ visitors are; 

• 80% from Scotland (which includes members’ guests) 

• 95% Men 

• Age group profiled as 45 plus 

• Travel time as 1.5 hours 

• Demographics – BC1 

Therefore the assumptions which the BTS team have made are that for many clubs visitor
5
 income is 

generated from Scottish Golfers and members’ guests and a relatively low number from visitors, from the 

UK or internationally. 

2.4 Global Golf Tourism Trends   

Worldwide the trend for golf holiday sales by golf tour operators has grown by more than 20% in the past 

two years. Headline figures drawn from the International Association of Golf Tour Operators (IAGTO) 2014 

golf tourism survey reveal that golf tour operators’ holiday sales grew globally by an average of 11.1% in 

2013, on the back of 9.3% growth in 2012. Golf tour operators on all continents handled over 20% more golf 

holiday sales in 2014 than they were in 2011.  

It is estimated that golf tour operator members of IAGTO control more than 85% of golf holiday packages 

sold worldwide and turnover more than €1.8 billion per year. Even in the era of online reservations and 

customer reviews, golf tour operators play an important role for many travelling golfers, offering reliable 

advice on and booking all aspects of a trip, from travel to dinner reservations and everything in between. 

In many instances, long-haul golf consumers prefer to book their golf vacation through their local golf tour 

operator who, they know, will protect them financially, handle all the details and manage any changes. �

������������������������������������������������������
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2.4.1 Golf Tourists and their Expectations 

The KPMG Travel Insights 2014 study identified that the biggest golf travellers are still the British, the 

Americans and the Canadians, although many of them choose domestic trips. Scandinavians (mainly 

Swedish), Germans and Austrians are also nationalities with a high number of golfers travelling abroad each 

year.  In recent years the golf visitor market has become more price-sensitive and the overall cost has 

become a key decision-making factor when booking a golf trip.  

The quality of courses, accommodation, additional local experiences (food & drink, etc.) and more value for 

money are key motivators for golfers.  Availability of direct flights and accessibility to golf destinations 

continue to be important factors.  

Social networking has changed how travellers research trips, make decisions and share experiences: golf 

travellers are no exception.  Golf tourists are strongly influenced by referrals on Facebook, Twitter, 

TripAdvisor and various other golf and travel blogs.  

Scotland is well known world-wide as the home of golf and is consistently one of the top destinations for 

golf tourism. KPMG undertakes an annual survey of around 100 international golf tour operators for their 

view on the top destinations. 

The KPMG Golf Travel Insights 2013 study identifies three key factors for golfers when choosing a golf 

destination:  

• Price  

• Quality of courses  

• Accessibility  

In recent years Scotland has been positioned 3
rd

 (2012) and 4
th

(2013) in the KPMG / IAGTO research
6
. 

Research by IAGTO of their Golf Tour Operator Members (500 plus)suggests a strong preference for visiting 

golfers to play Links and Trophy courses when visiting Scotland. 

 

 

������������������������������������������������������
6
 15 plus countries  
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3 Golf in Edinburgh 

3.1 Golf in Edinburgh at a Glance 

• There are 51 golf courses
7
 spread across the City of Edinburgh, Midlothian & West Lothian.  

• This represents approximately 8% of the national total 

• 38 are 18-hole; 11 are 9-hole courses and 2 are 12 hole courses. All of the courses are classified as 

“Parkland”. 2 courses have closed in recent years. There are no courses under construction 

• 14 Clubs are members of Edinburgh Golf  

• 6 Courses are managed and operated by Edinburgh Leisure 

• Private members run the majority of courses in Edinburgh: this means generally restricted visitor access 

in favour of members, especially at weekends, with key times of day reserved for members  

• In the North American market, Edinburgh is not seen as a first preference destination for golfers 

• The feedback from Golf Tour Operators is that their customers will stay in Edinburgh and play near 

neighbour golf destinations – East Lothian and Fife (primarily North East Fife)  

• While the variety and range of golf courses mean that there is a broad range of choice for the golf 

tourism visitor, it is perhaps fair to suggest that Scotland’s reputation is for its links golf experiences  

• Edinburgh Accommodation providers interviewed estimated their golf business is less than 1% of their 

market mix 

3.2  Edinburgh Golf Benchmarking 

• 12 Golf Clubs have completed the survey of which 3 provided limited information  

• 8 Golf Courses offer On-Line Tee Booking, 6 Clubs do not  

• Of the 8 clubs, 5 use BRS,  2 EPIC and 1 a bespoke system 

• All 12 clubs allow visitors to book tee times in advance, this ranges from 7 days out to over 6 months  

• All of the courses use On-Line Golf Travel Operators to promote tee time availability (e.g. Tee Off 

Times, Golf Breaks, Golf Now etc.)  

• Only 3 Golf Clubs work with Golf Tour Operators, only 1 offers a commission (the norm in the industry) 

• The majority of Clubs are not completing visitor satisfaction surveys 

• Only 1 club is able to provide a breakdown of the country of origin of their visiting golfers; the 

breakdown is as follows: 

Scotland  80% 

England / Wales / Ireland  15% 

USA / Canada  4% 

Scandinavia 1% 
Note data sample only based on 264 returns 

• The Total Gross Annual Revenue for golf clubs that have participated in the benchmarking and 

Edinburgh Leisure Golf is:  

o 2013 – £3,984,468 (8 clubs) 

o 2014 – £5,603,077 (11 clubs) 

o 2015 -  £5,259,400 target (10 clubs) 

• Average club turnover is around £570,000 p.a. 

• Total Annual Green Fees revenue for participating golf clubs is: 

o £402,190 (2013 – 9 clubs) 

o £544,587 (2014 – 10 Clubs) 

o £483,500 (2015 – 12 clubs) 

������������������������������������������������������
7
 Source – www.scottishgolfcourses.com 
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• The green fee income by club ranged from £12,000 to £101,000 

• Only 4 Clubs provided information on the total number of rounds played (members & visitors) on the 

courses, this ranged from 23,000 to 46,000. There is insufficient data to use in a trend analysis 

• 8 clubs provided information on the number of visitor rounds played, the total rounds played for the 8 

clubs was: 

o 2014 – 22,689 

o 2015 – 24,405  

Note, one club returned figures of 11,500; 11,000 and 12,000 rounds in 2013, 2014, 2015 thus 

distorting the figures. Taking the one club’s figures out the average visitor rounds are as follows 

o 2013 – 1661 

o 2014 – 1948 

o 2015 - 2008 

• The average marketing budget for golf clubs is in the order of £2,400 , the lowest being £1,000 and the 

highest £10,500 (a one off figure), the average represents 0.6% of turnover, a figure well below 

hospitality and tourism standards (normally between 1.5%-4%) 

• Average membership numbers in 2015 was about 750 with average membership fees in the order of 

£390,000  

• Average Green Fee income is c£70,000  

The charts on the following pages give a visual comparison on the key measurements from the 

benchmarking survey for 2013, 2014, 2015 (target), these are: 

Figure 3: Annual Club Turnover by Golf Club 
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Figure 5: Annual Visitor Rounds 

�

3.3 Golf Tourism Marketing and Business Development Initiatives 

In this section we consider the following: 

1. Review existing golf tourism marketing initiatives within the City and examine the scope to broaden-out 

future project activity to include product / business / skills / events development alongside identifying 

potential collaborative opportunities;  

2. Identify the opportunities to encourage a wider industry-led approach to golf tourism in the study area 

including not just Edinburgh Golf Clubs but other potential golf tourism businesses aligned to the work 

of ETAG; 

3. Investigate the scope to grow the golf tourism product offer in Edinburgh looking at new targeted 

opportunities both domestically & internationally including the MICE &  cruise sector markets; 

For simplicity, we have outlined our findings as a series of summarised points.  

• From our research we are not aware of any specific golf tourism initiative promoting golf in Edinburgh 

other than the activity undertaken by Edinburgh Golf, independent activity by Golf Tour Operators and 

On Line Golf Tour Agents. We would highlight the importance of collaboration in realising opportunities 

and the opportunities for partnership working across the golf clubs, stakeholders and across different 

tourism sector players.  

• Golf is not recognised as a core product in the Edinburgh tourism proposition and therefore has not 

attracted any significant activity through the various agencies and organisation promoting Edinburgh. 

• The Golf Industry (Club Managers / Secretaries / Greenkeepers etc.) have over recent years been 

independent of any real connection to tourism and as such any management and skills development 

have been undertaken / promoted though their own industry associations e.g. Scottish Golf
8
, PGA, Club 

Managers Association of Europe, Golf Club Managers Association, British & International Golf 

Greenkeepers Association. Many of the business & skills development initiatives are tailored to 

accredited CPD programmes e.g. Scottish Golf MDP / PGA programmes. Our research has not identified 

any high level activity of cross over by Golf clubs to participate in any Scottish Enterprise or ETAG led 

tourism business development initiatives e.g. Digital Tourism, although the SGU did run several Social 

Media workshops for golf clubs 3 years ago ( supported by Scottish Enterprise). In our opinion we think 

there is merit and benefit for Club Managers / Secretaries to widen their network to include tourism 

businesses and thus build relationships with the tourism industry in Edinburgh. We appreciate that 

there are time and resource pressures within golf clubs but this wider networking and skills 

development will be of longer term benefit to the clubs. 

������������������������������������������������������
8
 Previously Scottish Golf Union and Scottish Ladies Golf Association 
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• There is currently a recommendation to merge the CMAE and GCMA Scottish regions into a new 

organisation called the Scottish Golf and Club Managers Association. This represents a good 

opportunity for Edinburgh Clubs to be involved and perhaps encourage all clubs to have a closer 

engagement with tourism industry and businesses. 

• We consider golf clubs need to have a greater alignment with the leisure and hospitality industry for 

marketing and customer care skills transfer; this includes all staff within golf clubs and not just 

committee and management levels. Eight organisations are involved in the Scottish Golf Education 

Partnership to work more closely together to the benefit of the golf industry. The objective is to 

provide appropriate and coordinated education to golf clubs.  

• There are limited opportunities for Edinburgh to host golf tournaments, recent years have seen 

Bruntsfield host The Open Championship qualifying (2010-2015), Royal Burgess hosting the Scottish 

Boys 72 hole Stroke Play Championship. The opportunities for Edinburgh Courses hosting further 

events will be limited, the opportunities perhaps lie in Edinburgh Golf developing a “Golf Open Week”  

where the clubs develop a week of golf competitions for amateur golfers held over the Edinburgh Golf 

Courses. There is potential to develop this for ladies, mixed, father & sons / daughters etc. This would 

be a revenue generating opportunity for all clubs that participate and importantly raise the visibility of 

the Edinburgh clubs. 

• There are now 10 regional golf partnerships
9
 / marketing collaborations in Scotland and with the 

demise of Golf Tourism Scotland there appear to be limited opportunities for Scotland wide 

collaboration amongst regional groups in a coordinated way. A recommendation would be for all of the 

regional golf group to meet at least once a year to share intelligence and information and to feed into 

the Golf Tourism Development Group. This would also provide an opportunity for Edinburgh golf clubs 

to raise their profile and the profile of Edinburgh as a golf destination. 

• The Cruise Ships and MICE
10

 markets are high value for Edinburgh but would be considered niche 

markets for Edinburgh Golf. There is no market information available on the number of enquires / 

rounds generated from these segments.  There is potential to generate additional visitor rounds from 

these markets but would require clubs to have a “bundled” offer including transfer from ship / hotel, 

clubs and clothing availability etc.       

Maximising the Opportunities for Growth 

Maximizing golf tourism opportunities for Edinburgh requires commitment to a virtuous circle of 

understanding the market, focusing on the most profitable prospects (in terms of growth, customers’ 

motivation to visit, revenue yield and appreciation of what the golf clubs as businesses and visitor products 

have to offer), effective marketing and sales and a positive welcome to the visiting golfer.   

Cost effective use of resources is critical and the courses and we acknowledge the need for clubs to balance 

the needs of members and visitors.  

It is recognised that Golf Clubs operate under limited resources (both financial and human) for marketing as 

identified in the benchmarking where the allocations of funds towards marketing is extremely low. Much of 

the activity to move Edinburgh Golf forward will be increased workload beyond the normal responsibilities 

and duties of Club Managers / Secretaries. 

3.4 Edinburgh Golf SWOT 

An audit was undertaken in order to identify gaps, strengths and weaknesses in the Edinburgh Golf product, 

the SWOT analysis follows on the next page.  

Underpinning the analysis and strengths and weaknesses, our opinion is that Edinburgh is not perceived as 

a golf destination, and this is backed up by the GTM figures and the benchmarking analysis.  

The Edinburgh courses attract some day visits but fewer visitors stay and play (i.e. motivated to come to 

Edinburgh to golf in the area). This is partly because of geography i.e. proximity to East Lothian and Fife 

������������������������������������������������������
9
 Golf East Lothian, Edinburgh Golf, Fife golf Partnership, Carnoustie Country, Aberdeen City 7 Shire Golf Partnership, Highland Golf Link, Highland 

Golf Escapes, Golf Perthshire, Ayrshire & Arran Golf Partnership, Dumfries and Galloway Golf Partnership  
10

 Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, Exhibitions 
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courses but is also a result of perceptions; that there are good courses in Edinburgh, rather than it is a good 

place to play golf.  

Thus we do not consider the Edinburgh’s potential USP as the “recognised Golfing Capital of the World” to 

be a sufficiently strong Brand Positioning statement in comparison to the use of “Scotland the Home of 

Golf” in the marketing activity of VisitScotland in international markets. 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Edinburgh capital City and 2
nd

 most popular 

tourism destination in the UK 

• Variety of Courses 

• Affordability of Courses (Green fee range) 

• Good range of accommodation, heritage, 

cuisine and accommodation  

• Accessibility to Edinburgh– central Scotland 

location and good transport links (road, rail, 

air) 

• Good access to fine courses elsewhere (e.g. 

East Lothian and Fife 

• Club Open Competitions and Golf Weeks  

• Golf Packages and Experiences available 

• Generally good value for money and relatively 

easy to book tee times 

  

• Limited marketing resources of golf clubs 

• Limited tee time availability at some courses 

• Lack of awareness of good value, second tier 

market in the UK and Europe 

• No high profile trophy courses 

• Failure to capture of information on visiting 

golfers and understanding of their needs 

• Formality of some courses  

• Limited use of e-marketing and social media 

• Scottish weather 

• Patchy customer service in golf experiences 

• Limited online booking systems 

• Lack of profile as a golf ‘destination’ – over-

shadowed by East Lothian and Fife  

Opportunities Threats 

• Hosting of Scottish Golf Events and 

Tournaments 

• Golf Weeks / Open competitions in member 

clubs 

• Targeting the independents golf market from 

UK and continental Europe 

• Meetings & Incentive golf market 

• Add ons to city breaks 

• Value for money from willing to promote their 

product and work with accommodation 

providers 

• More pro-active approach amongst club 

members 

• Integrated online booking systems 

• More effective use of information and 

communication technology (ICT)  

• New ideas and innovation around golf 

packages to cater for all types of golfers and 

accompanying non golfers 

• Increased competition from rest of Scotland and 

other regional development groups 

• Economic Climate  

• Weather  

• Other Golf Clubs  

• Other Sports  

• Lifestyle/Families  

• Too many golf courses competing for a relatively 

small market 

• Poor information gathering on golf visitors so lack 

of intelligence to base new product development 

on 

• Work/Life Balance 
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4 Factors Influencing Future Growth for Golf Tourism in Edinburgh 

Given the lack of historic data, our approach has built on previous studies of the volume and value of golf 

tourism in Scotland and our consultations and accessing wider industry marketing information. We identify 

the main drivers of change over the next few years and consider how these will influence golf tourism in 

Edinburgh.  

1. Participation in Golf: Sports Marketing Surveys 2014 golf participation study identified that 

participation in England, Scotland & Wales finally stabilised in 2014, just above the 3.3 million mark, 

offering hope to the golf industry after a decade of decay. This succeeds news that 2014 saw an 

increase in the number of rounds played by 3.5% compared to 2013. In a number of mature markets it 

is unlikely that there is much scope for increasing participation in golf. Although golf participation 

remains at its lowest level for over a decade, SMS INC.’s study signposts clear progression and 

opportunities for the sport to grow. For the second consecutive year female participation has risen, as 

has the number of ‘avid’ golfers (who play at least once a week on average). It is this group of golfers 

(Avid) who define and guide the sport, so the industry should be buoyed by the additional 53,000 

players whose play frequency brought them into this dedicated category in 2014. As per the 2013 

statistics, a cause for concern is the number of ‘infrequent’ golfers, who play less than 12 times a year, 

which is at its lowest on record in this millennium (1,786,000). Time is a major factor influencing player 

numbers, and may be the significant reason behind the decline in infrequent golfers. 

2. Nomadic Golfers:  The trend away from club membership towards the “nomadic golfer” - social golfers 

who are not a formal member of a golf course, and who as a result not registered with the National 

Federation. Nomad golfers play itinerant golf choosing to play at commercial pay-&-play courses, at 

municipal or local authority venues, or by paying green fees at predominantly member courses. This is a 

growing category of golfer across Europe, who does not want to be constrained by a membership to 

one venue, or who does not wish to have the financial commitment of an annual golf subscription. In 

GB&I, the nomad golfer now accounts for 68% of golfers, and as such outnumbers the registered golfer 

by 2.1 players to 1 player. The increase number of nomadic golfers offers promotional campaign 

opportunities for Edinburgh Golf. 

3. On-Line Tee Booking: Online tee booking is becoming increasingly important. It probably will not in the 

foreseeable future replace the telephone or email bookings as visitors may prefer to personal contact. 

However for others it allows them to compare times and prices. With the rise of use by consumers of 

smartphones having on-line booking is increasingly expected by visitors in the same way that many 

other services can be booked online e.g. hotels, airfares, car hire, restaurants etc.  Not having an on-

line booking tee time booking facility means that potential visitors book elsewhere. It also allows more 

flexible pricing and the potential to combine tee time booking with other clubs 

4. Discounting: In recent years weaker economic conditions have impacted on golfers’ willingness to pay 

higher green fees. This has sparked what many courses see as courses selling tee times at very low 

rates (‘de-valuing the product’) that subsequently reduces overall visitor income. Visiting golfers now 

expect to be able to negotiate better deals and few will pay full price.  

5. Edinburgh’s strengths are also in its wider tourist appeal, rather than just its golf. It embodies much of 

what tourists like about Scotland, particularly the natural environment. It has a strong reputation for 

outdoor activities such as walking, climbing and fishing and is home to some of the best known 

distilleries. Its attraction is much broader than golf and the feedback from the consultations suggested 

that presenting golf as part of this much wider tourism offer was likely to be more effective than 

promoting golf separately, i.e. including golf as part of a city break.  

6. Central Scotland:  The region
11

 has the largest number of golf courses in the country, which, given the 

region includes the largest population centre, Glasgow, is not surprising. Interestingly, the region that is 

������������������������������������������������������

���Glasgow, Stirling, Loch Lomond, Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Lanarkshire  
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most famous for golf, Scottish Heartlands, has the second least number of courses. The South West 

region has the second highest number of courses, yet has the second lowest population.  

7. Collaborative Marketing / Social Media: Ensuring that Edinburgh offers the right products and 

experiences to golfers will drive the growth of golf for Edinburgh, with the need for stronger 

cooperation between stakeholders, as well as collaborative marketing initiatives.  

8. Economic conditions: Will continue to have an impact on growth. Generally, we would expect that 

greater disposable income will encourage people to take more trips. While better economic conditions 

internationally will help bring tourists, for the domestic market, this effect can be slightly different as 

more disposable income can also increase the number of trips that UK residents make abroad and 

reduce the number of domestic trips. 

9. Market Information: Golf clubs are poor at data collection and knowing who their customers are and 

how often they are playing (both for members and visitors). Very few clubs in Scotland have robust 

historical information on their visitors. Clubs need to gather more information on their “customers” to 

facilitate decisions on marketing activity and marketing spend. We would strongly suggest that regular 

surveys are carried out to help develop and refine market awareness. 

10. Resources: Maximising the potential for growing the number of visitors playing golf at Edinburgh Golf 

Courses requires sufficient marketing resources (human & financial) to profile and promote the 

opportunities.  

11. Golf in the Olympics: The inclusion of golf in the 2016 Olympics is also expected to have a major impact 

on levels of participation and interest in the game. Whilst this might not have a direct impact on golfers 

using courses in Edinburgh, there is potentially a growing interest in visitors to Scotland and this means 

a possible increase in overall visiting golfers to Scotland. 
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5 Growth Potential 

A study in 2011 by SQW on Golf Tourism in Scotland projected that by 2020, the £220m value of Golf 

Tourism in Scotland could increase by nearly 30%, generating a potential £300m for the Scottish economy. 

The estimates of growth use high, medium and low scenarios developed to reflect changes in a number of 

“drivers” namely; golf participation, marketing, events, new courses, access/transport and online booking.  

The model used three different scenarios to reflect some of the uncertainty around possible outcomes. 

These were:  

• High case – for each driver, and overall, this was the top end estimate which represented a scenario 

which maximised visitor numbers. For example, a strong positive effect from the events held, the 

strongest growth in demand, an increase in the numbers of direct flights and strong uptake of online 

booking  

• Base case – this represented the most balanced view of potential growth. It assumed more modest 

impacts from all the drivers. It reflected that some may be stronger than anticipated while others would 

be weaker, but this is the most realistic estimate  

• Low case – this is the opposite of the high case and assumed that the expected impacts of each of the 

factors is weaker than anticipated and that competition is tougher. It could result from weaker growth 

in golf markets, less effective use of events, poorer marketing, no improvement in access and poor 

uptake of online booking facilities  

In summary, the SQW model estimated the following growth in expenditure: 

• High growth – 4.3% a year, giving 10 year growth of 53% 

• Base case - 2.7% a year, giving 10 year growth of 30% 

• Low growth - 0.9% a year, giving 10 year growth of 10%. 

5.1 Edinburgh Golf Baseline Data 

The requirements of the brief for this project are to:  

1. Provide a baseline analysis of recent golf visitor trends for all 14 Edinburgh Golf clubs as well as those 

managed by Edinburgh Leisure over the period  2012-2014 involving rounds, revenue & player origin 

data where possible; 

2. Analyse and quantify the likely annual growth potential (volume and value) of golf tourism in Edinburgh 

over the period 2016 - 2021; 

To translate these criteria into the potential growth opportunities for Edinburgh and its golf clubs and 

courses, ideally requires more robust data from the baseline performance of clubs in Edinburgh. With the 

limited information available we have therefore had to make a number of assumptions to build a picture on 

the opportunities for growth in the value of golf tourism in Edinburgh from 2016 - 2021. 

Our assumption as based on the following: 

• Visitor Green Fee income in 2015 for 10 Edinburgh Golf Clubs is £483,500
12

; reviewing gaps in 

information, we have estimated the green fee visitor income for the clubs that did not return data 

based on comparison to similar clubs ; 

• Visitor Green Fee Income is therefore estimated to be £628,500 based on an estimated for the 4 non 

return information by clubs added to the data returned by 10 clubs; 

• 2015 Edinburgh Leisure Green Fee income for visitors is £843,957 (excludes Golf Club members 

associated with Edinburgh Leisure Golf clubs) and we have used this as the baseline for visiting golfers;  

������������������������������������������������������
12

 Based on targets given by participating clubs for 2015 Visitor Income, majority of income having been received at time of survey 
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• As only one club returned data on the source of golfers we have therefore assumed, based on available 

information on source of golfers that 80% of the golfers will be within a 50 mile radius of Edinburgh i.e. 

they are day visitor golfers and not overnight visitors. 

For the purposes of this study we have followed the SQW growth scenarios adapted for Edinburgh: 

• High growth 5% – this is a top end estimate representing a scenario which maximises visitor numbers 

through increased demand from a coordinated and collaborative marketing activity, all clubs utilising 

On Line tee booking   

• Modest growth 3% – this represents the most balanced view of potential growth. It assumed more 

modest impacts from all the drivers. It reflects that some may be stronger than anticipated while others 

would be weaker, but this is the most realistic estimate  

• Low growth 1% – this is the opposite of the high case and assumed that the expected impacts of each 

of the factors is weaker than anticipated and that competition is tougher. It could result from weaker 

growth in golf markets, less effective use of events, poorer marketing, no improvement in access and 

poor uptake of online booking facilities  

Growth Projections % Inc 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Growth over 5 

Years 

Including Edinburgh Leisure 

Baseline £1,472,097 – based on 2015 figures 

High 5.00% £1,545,702 £1,622,987 £1,704,136 £1,789,343 £1,878,810 £333,108 21.55% 

Medium 3.00% £1,516,260 £1,561,748 £1,608,600 £1,656,858 £1,706,564 £190,304 12.55% 

Low 1.00% £1,486,818 £1,501,686 £1,516,703 £1,531,870 £1,547,189 £60,371 4.06% 

Growth Projections % Inc 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Growth over 5 

Years 

Excluding Edinburgh Leisure  

Baseline £628,500 

High 5.00% £702,105 £737,210 £774,071 £812,774 £853,413 £151,308 21.55% 

Medium 3.00% £672,663 £692,843 £713,628 £735,037 £757,088 £84,425 12.55% 

Low 1.00% £643,221 £649,653 £656,150 £662,711 £669,338 £26,117 4.06% 

Based on the above assumtions for growth above, the estimated the following growth in expenditure: 

• High growth – 5% a year, giving 5 year growth of 21.55% 

• Base case - 3% a year, giving 10 year growth of 12.55% 

• Low growth - 1% a year, giving 10 year growth of 4.06%. 
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6 Conclusions & Recommendations

This report provides an overview of golf tourism in Edinburgh.  

Edinburgh receives around 7% of Scottish visitor green fees, it is estimated that a lower proportion of the 

golfing visitors will be staying visitors compared to other more recognised golfing destinations in Scotland 

and thus this limits the overall economic impact from Golf tourism for Edinburgh.  

The analysis of the data and from the desk research suggests that there are more golf day visitors in 

Edinburgh rather than staying to play a number of rounds in the area. In part this may because Edinburgh is 

not perceived as a golf “destination” as say Fife or East Lothian is.  

The estimated golf visitor income in Edinburgh is around £1.5 million a year which is relatively low 

compared with other areas. This is due to the lower Green fee for a number of the courses compared to 

some of the Trophy and Tier 1 courses in the rest of Scotland.  

Based on the feedback from our consultations and businesses we estimated that this figure could grow by 

12.55% over the period 2016 to 2021, this would mean an additional expenditure of £333,333 over the next 

five years.  

Achieving this collective growth in visitor green fees for the participating Edinburgh Golf clubs will required 

a more coordinated and pro-active approach to marketing, the willingness of clubs to engage with visitors 

and to create propositions that will encourage more golfers to use the Edinburgh Golf clubs. 

6.1 Recommendations and Next Steps 

Our recommendations are detailed below: 

Marketing / Product Development 

• An annual marketing activity plan should be developed with resources allocated by each participating 

club to support the activity 

• Edinburgh Golf and Edinburgh Leisure should engage more with existing tourism industry and 

Edinburgh Tourism Action group to raise profile and awareness of the golf offer in Edinburgh and 

potentially develop collaborative opportunities 

• Agree a regular content plan for updating of the web site with useful and informative content.  This also 

needs to include a social media plan that ensures there is 24/7 content being added to all identified and 

agreed social media channels being used 

• Enhance content / structure of web site to facilitate more engagement with consumer 

• Develop propositions / packages / bundles that can be promoted on the web site and be taken to 

market for consumers / societies and niche markets of conference and Cruise Ship markets 

• Explore options for funding of a part time marketing officer to support the implementation of the 

marketing activity plan e.g. supported by contribution from each club, Scottish Golf, R&A  

• Explore opportunity to develop an Edinburgh Open Golf Week to promote to wider audience 

• Review the Golf in the Park event to maximise the benefits and potential for additional sponsorship for 

Edinburgh Golf 

• Explore consolidation of one on line tee booking system to enable a collective system to be used / 

promoted on web site e.g. BRS 

• Develop offers to promote through Scottish Golf Membership Card 

• Develop competition prizes for a media campaign through Bunkered to capture data on nomadic 

golfers 

• Develop customer loyalty program to bring back your current customer through a loyalty reward 

system and re-book incentive program 

• Web site digital coupons & dynamic promotion codes to increase traffic to web site 

• Pay per click (PPC) marketing campaigns to increase profile and awareness of Edinburgh Golf and 

deliver bookings 
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Skills / Business / Customer development 

• Become more engaged with ETAG and the ETAG workshop opportunities e.g. 2016 digital programme 

• Engage with other regional golf partnerships to exchange information and learn from them 

• Quarterly Edinburgh Golf development workshops, where all clubs attend facilitated workshop 

focussing on key development opportunities with guest presenters covering topics such as e.g.: 

� Yield Management 

� Hospitality Training 

� Sales training to upskill teams to sell, cross-sell, up-sell and generate referrals 

� Handling Objections (how to converting objections to buy into a sale)  

Data Collection 

• Develop simple programme for consistent capturing of visiting golfers’ data to build robust intelligence 

of the profile of golf visitors to Edinburgh 

 

 

�
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7 Appendix

7.1 Golf Clubs in Edinburgh, Mid & West Lothian 

1. Baberton 

2. Bathgate 

3. Braid Hills No 1 

4. Braid Hills, Princes Course 

5. Bridgend (9) 

6. Broomieknowe 

7. Bruntsfield Links 

8. Carricknowe 

9. Craigentinny  

10. Craigmillar Park 

11. Dalmahoy East 

12. Dalmahoy West  

13. Deer Park 

14. Duddingston 

15. Dundas Park (9) 

16. Glencorse 

17. Gogarburn (12) 

18. Greenburn  

19. Harburn 

20. Haughburn (9) 

21. Hermitage Children's (12) 

22. Kings Acre  

23. Kingsfield (9) 

24. Kingsknowe 

25. Liberton 

26. Linlithgow 

27. Lothianburn (closed) 

28. Melville (9) 

29. Merchants of Edinburgh 

30. Mortonhall 

31. Murrayfield 

32. Musselburgh 

33. Newbattle 

34. Niddry Castle 

35. Oatridge (9) 

36. Polkemmet (9) 

37. Portobello (9) 

38. Prestonfield 

39. Pumpherston 

40. Ratho 

41. Ravelston (9) 

42. Royal Burgess 

43. Silverknowes  

44. Swanston New  

45. Swanston, Templar 

46. Torphin Hill (closed)  

47. Turnhouse  

48. Uphall  

49. Vogrie (9) 

50. West Lothian  

51. Whitehill House (9) 
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